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Technical Web Design Agency & SEO Manchester 




Over 20 Years of Digital Marketing Experience.




We pride ourselves on Skill Set, Communication and experience offering Technical Web design and SEO services to local, National and Global Brands. Our core background is Web Design & SEO Manchester.





About



Get in Touch











Specialist Web Design and SEO Agency based in Manchester




We have been built on the foundation of successful Web Design and multi-channel marketers. With Award winning case studies and specialism’s in sectors such as Property, Automotive, Pharmaceutical, Finance, Retail and for Local Businesses, we provide Digital marketing services to help potential customers find businesses online.
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WordPress


















Search Engine Optimisation Consultants 
& Web Design Specialists




20 Years of 
Technical Web design Experience.




Producing Results oriented marketing campaigns  






Neil A Walker is a Web Design and Search Engine Optimisation Agency in Manchester. Neil himself has over 20 years of experience in providing successful SEO and Technical Digital marketing solutions for businesses. As well as technical expertise, he has a flair for business and a comprehensive understanding of how Digital can be harnessed by your business.




Our goal is simple: to make operating through digital channels an accessible and successful option for every business. This means making your website attractive and visible to browsers through using natural search engine optimisation (SEO) and paid advertising methods such as pay per click.









As leading digital marketing and search engine optimisation specialists, ‘Neil Walker Digital’ can help drive more unique visitors to your website. Web marketing is far more complex than simple submissions to Google. To achieve increased volume of traffic, your website needs to be engineered for searching – we can help! We will introduce you and your business to digital through successful organic and paid marketing. 





Get in Touch


















HELPING BUSINESS TO GROW




One of the North West’s most Trusted Web Design & SEO Consultants




No matter the size or objectives of your business, our 20 years of experience, ensures that we not only understand your industry’s digital requirements, but can also help facilitate your companies individual needs as you continue to grow.











Local and Small to Medium Businesses




SME’s in Greater Manchester all require help and support with their digital marketing. Neil and the team at help them find cost effective solutions to grow their businesses.





Contact Us










Large Businesses & Global Brands




The team at work with a number of large businesses and Public Companies, helping board level personal to understand digital and how it can help grow their enterprise.





Contact Us










In House Marketing Teams




Neil has helped to develop small agencies, PR firms and work with in house digital marketing teams across various verticals to develop their online strategies.





Contact Us
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SSV Capital
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Modern Heating
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Tyr Law
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Aperta Invest


































Technical Marketing Consultants guiding you through Web Design, SEO, PPC and Social




Our SEO results reflect our aim, which is to get all websites that take our SEO services onto the first page, if not to the top of the results pages for Google.




Through experience on thousands of campaigns and extensive research we know what works and what doesn’t in SEO and web development, with the basis of our service being optimisation of the code in your site. All of our techniques are natural and ethical.




Our methodical approach to pay per click bid management ensures we generate the right traffic for our clients with the goal of maximising return on investment.


















AN EXPLANATION OF UK SEARCH ENGINE OPTIMISATION






The Art Of SEO




Search engine optimisation (SEO), is the practice of modifying a website so that it is considered to be relevant and authoritative to the major search engines. To do this we need to ensure two things, the first that the search engines are able to see and understand the content on the site and believe it is relevant, the second that they are able to see third party websites linking (back links) to your site that tell the search engines that you are an important resource in your field.









About our Founder




Neil started in Digital Marketing in 2000 working with Manchester Start-up Just Search, after Just Search was acquired he worked as CTO for Swedish listed marketing agency Getupdated from 2007-2010. He achieved top two result in Google for “SEO” and “Internet marketing” back in 2003 in the UK and then between 2007-2010 similar for Italy, France, Ireland and Sweden.









Understanding Search Engines




The primary task for a SEO company is to understand what the search engines are looking for and which elements they give greater weight to. Even though some companies may employ “black hat” techniques to deceive Google, natural and ethical Internet marketing techniques that abide by Google’s webmaster guidelines prevail for long lasting positions.









Industry Advocate




He has spoken at key industry events such as SMX West, SES, Brighton SEO, SASCON, TRAFFIC, A4U, IONSEARCH, Think Visibility among others as well as contributed to the Guardian, blogged for State of Digital, SEMrush, Advanced Web Ranking and has been a Judge for the UK Search Awards since 2014. He has worked with Multi lingual teams on projects across Europe and Scandinavia.


















SERVICES TAILORED TO YOUR BUSINESS






SEO









20 Years Experience




Technical SEO




Link Building




Local SEO




Digital PR









WEB Design









WordPress Development




Landing Pages




Ecommerce




Brochures




Emails









Pay Per Click (PPC)









Search Ads




Display Ads




Retargeting




Shopping Ads




Product Feeds























Take back control of your Digital Marketing.




We’ll call you back to find out more about you. Then you can just sit back and relax while we create a proposal tailored to your needs.




We will ask you details about your business and talk you through the most beneficial and cost-effective digital options available to you.
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I'd Like To Discuss?
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T: 07816897301
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Address

 Neil A Walker
 Search Engine Optimisation(SEO) and Wordpress Web Development with 20 years industry experience.
 






 3 Ridge Crescent, Marple, Stockport, Cheshire SK6 6HF United Kingdom
0781 689 7301



WEB DESIGN STOCKPORT LTD
Company Number 15178996
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